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Introduction 

Earlier Dell PowerVault storage arrays (MD3000 and MD3000i) used the  proprietary multipath 
protection (MPP) Linux driver for multipath support. Beginning with the MD3200- and MD3600-series 
storage arrays, the native Linux Device Mapper (DMMP) is used to support multipathing. 

This white paper will provide a comparison between the two multipathing architectures, along with 
migration strategy.  

MPP/DM Overview 

MPP driver overview 

The Linux MPP multipathing driver is a proprietary driver designed to handle device multipathing for 
Dell PowerVault MD3000 and MD3000i arrays. 

The following are a list of its features/characteristics: 

• The MPP driver is installed as an external driver package and does not integrate with native OS 
stream 
 

• The MPP driver contains two kernel modules – mppUpper and mppVhba to handle core multipathing 
functionality 

 
• The mppVhba driver handles the I/O path tasks and key failover functionalities 
 
•  The mppUpper driver handles device aggregation and device masking 
 
• The MPP driver contains load balancing policies to handle IO load balancing among multiple paths 

to the array 
 
• The MPP driver contains a separate user space utility (mppUtil) to process tasks such as displaying 

multipathing topology and hot addition of devices 
 

DM-RDAC Overview 
The Linux DMPP multipathing driver is a community-architected and supported driver designed to 
handle device multipathing. Combined with the remote device array controller (RDAC), the package is 
referred to as DM-RDAC. MD32/36 series storage arrays use DM-RDAC exclusively to perform 
multipathing. 

DM-RDAC has the following features/characteristics: 
 
• DMMP multipathing driver lays above the disk layer and performs the following tasks: 

o Intercepts I/O requests from application/file system. 
o Uses a path selector module to choose a path through which to dispatch I/O. 
o In case of a path failure, it chooses an alternate path to dispatch I/O. If a failover is 

necessary, a failover request is initiated. 
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• The RDAC device handler processes vendor specific tasks including: 
o Vendor-specific command construction for failover and failback 
o Processing returned status for failover/failback 
o Processing vendor-specific sense keys for I/O requests 

The DM-RDAC pair also contains a user space package which handles the communication between user 
space and kernel space. It contains: 
 
• A multipathing daemon that handles tasks such as path aggregation and failed path checking 

 
• The multipathing disk partition utility kpartx  

 
• The Dell-provided script rescan_dm_devs to dynamically refresh the multipathing maps, a very 

useful for hot-adding new devices and paths. 
 
For more details regarding DM-RDAC architecture, refer to Appendix A: DM_RDAC Diagram. 

Comparisons between MPP and DM-RDAC 

MPP and DM-RDAC have the following similarities: 

• both aggregate device paths according to the device-unique worldwide name (WWN) 
 

• both perform immediate failover if all paths to one controller fail 
 
• both perform regular checks on failed paths to determine if any have been restored 
 
• upon restoration of a failed path, both perform failback to restore LUN ownership to the preferred 

controller 
 
• both have load balancing policies to more efficiently use multiple paths to a single controller 
 
• both have a user configuration file to enable user space parameter tuning during run time 

 
This table illustrates key differences between MPP and DM-RDAC. 

Feature MPP DM 

OS support Not native to OS  Native OS support 

OS layer where multipathing 
component resides 

Above disk layer At disk layer 

Path aggregation 
One disk device node 
(/dev/sd<x>) per virtual device 

One multipathing device node 
(/dev/mapper/mpath<x>) associated 
with multiple path nodes 
(/dev/sd<x>) 
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Host Migration from MPP to DM 

For a Linux host that already has MPP installed, the entire MPP driver package must be removed 
prior to installing the DM-RDAC package. Use this procedure to remove the MPP driver package 
from the Linux host: 

1. Remove the MPP driver package using the following command:  

#rpm –e linuxrdac 

2. Confirm that the MPP driver has been removed from the module configuration files: 

a. On RedHat hosts, review the /etc/modprobe.conf file to see if there is any remaining 
reference to mppUpper or mppVhba. If so, remove the appropriate lines. 

b. On SUSE Linux hosts, review the INITRD_MODULES string in the /etc/sysconfig/kernel 
file. Remove and references to mppUpper or mppVhba from the list. 

3. If you made changes in Step 2, rebuild RAMdisk image: 

Universal Transport Device 
Hidden from user space, no disk 
device node created 

Presented to user space by 
/dev/sd<x> 

Hot addition of new devices 
/ targets 

Automatically reconfigures the 
device upon low-level device 
discovery 

rescan_dm_devs script has to be run 
upon low-level device discovery 

Command queuing following 
complete path failure 

No command queuing; all 
commands return error 
immediately upon path failure 

Command queuing for 150 seconds by 
default; tunable via user space 
parameters 

Detection of failed path 
restoration 

Initiated from kernel space Initiated from user space 

Load Balancing policies 
Supports round robin and least 
queue depth 

Only supports round robin; upstream 
efforts continuing on other policies 

Disk partitioning 
Performed with standard disk 
utilities, such as fdisk   

User space utility kpartx has to be 
run after fdisk to make partition 
visible to multipathing daemon 

Multipathing service 
restarting 

Multipathing service cannot be 
manually restated. Host reboot 
required to reload. 

Multipathing service can be restarted 
by restarting multipathing daemon. 

Dynamic user space 
parameter change 

No support for run time change. 
Host reboot is necessary after 
changes to configuration file. 

Run time change is achieved by 
restarting multipathing daemon. 
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a. On RedHat hosts, run the mkinitrd –v –f <your_initrd_name> -k `uname -r` command. 

b. On SUSE Linux hosts, run the mkinitrd command. 

4. Reboot your host. After host bootup, use the Resource DVD that came with your storage array to 
install the DM-RDAC packages. 

Note: Dell does not support of DM-RDAC and MPP on the same host 
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Appendix A:  DM-RDAC Stack Diagram 
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